
NEW GOVERNMENT, SAME LAW!
WHAT CHANGES FOR MIGRANTS?

The new Monti government is making various promises:

#To grant citizenship to children born in Italy of migrant parents.
#To increase the time allowed by the permesso di soggiorno to look for work.
#To retriew the tax on the permesso di soggiorno established by the previous 
government.

For now these are only declarations given to the press, that leave 
migrants in a situation of uncertainty, hope and fear. In this economic 
crisis, our only really certainties are:

# That the Bossi-Fini law and its contratto di soggiorno per lavoro produces
more and more exploitation, precarity and clandestinity.
# That many migrant women, arrived in Italy for family reunification, have 
been forced to return to their countries of origin along with their children 
because the family income was insufficient.
# That any tax on the permesso di soggiorno, even a lower one, would still 
create enormous difficulties, because the renewal costs are already very high, 
because of the Poste.
# That, while citizenship is being spoken of, the children of migrants finish high 
school and find themselves facing the blackmail of the contratto di soggiorno
per lavoro, and as a consequence the risk of clandestinity and expulsion.

In consideration of upcoming initiatives towards the first of March, we 
want to discuss these issues together because we know that there will 
not be important improvements without the direct participation and 
protagonism of migrants. We invite all to:

Against institutional racism
For the rights and freedom of all

MIGRANTS’ ASSEMBLY

SATURDAY FEBRUARY25 H. 2.30 PM
CENTRO SOCIALE MONTANARI, 

VIA SALICETO 3/21
BOLOGNA

Organized by COORDINAMENTO MIGRANTI BOLOGNA E PROVINCIA
www.coordinamentomigranti.org - tel. 327.57.82.056



Bus n. 25 
Prima fermata di via 

Ferrarese dopo la Coop 
Minganti.

Bus n. 27 
Prima fermata  dopo piazza dell’Unità.
Dopo la fermata svoltare a destra in via 
Magenta e andare verso via di Saliceto. 

Per raggiungere il Centro sociale Montanari: 
Tutti gli autobus che fermano in piazza dell’Unità. Da lì procedere 
verso l’Atc di via Saliceto e proseguire nel parco della Zucca. Con i 

bus 25 e 27 seguire le indicazioni riportate nella mappa. 


